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About This Game

Stage Fright is a single player rhythm and horror game where you take the role of a piano prodigy who is overwhelmed by
musical performance anxiety. This anxiety manifests itself as a supernatural ghost girl, the mysterious HANNAH, who haunts

your concerts to strain your ability and sanity.

The game is played with Guitar-Hero-style beatmatching mechanics - however, the better you do, the more horror elements you
will get! Jump scares, unsettling visual elements, and even UI breakdowns are in store as the the game itself tries to prevent you

from succeeding.

You will experience stage fright. The question is, how will you deal with it?
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7 original songs at release! Enjoy the haunting piano melodies of composers Larry Shen and Jeff Huang.

Procedural Horror! Our system will recognize how well you are playing and mess with you while you're doing well.

Play on a computer keyboard or use a MIDI Controller! Stage Fright can be played with both.

Discover the story! Piece together the horror elements to figure out who HANNAH is, and why she is haunting you.
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Genre: Action, Indie
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Broan Games
Publisher:
Broan Games
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The only problem with this game is that it is totally addictive! There's enough variety between the levels to keep it interesting,
there's a fun story attached, and it gets seriously challenging as you get further in. I highly recommend it.

I completed the game in 20 hours but there are still levels I could go back to to improve my score. The puzzle element makes
parts of it easily replayable, although I did enjoy watching the story progress.

You can skip the timer on timed levels if like me you're a bit slow! You do need to work up to 3 stars to complete those levels
but it makes them achievable.

The ending wasn't my favourite part but I do like the way you get to choose which ending to go for.

I got the game on sale but even at full price I would consider it great value for money.. Dont worth time downloading.. I
thoroughly enjoyed playing through this game. The puzzles are simple and relaxing, but can become more challenging when
playing against the clock. The art style is beautiful and very pleasing to the eye. Suitable for adults and kids alike.. oddly
addictive

watch your resources, build lots of mines and forest towers, and a library asap

one issue i have is that all resources from storages seem to vanish when i upgrade them, rather frustrating but easy to ignore
when i dont try to upgrade 10 at once. It may not be much to look at and the gameplay is nothing new, however the story is well
written and full of humour. Overall a great game and very much worth the affordable price (I picked it up for $2 on sale).. 250
рублей? Она то и 50 не стоит. Русские, если вы это читаете, никогда не покупайте это!! (0.01/10)
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You feel so smart after getting the hang of these.. Great game .... Multiplayer and offline skirmish mode (offline with bots).
P·O·L·L·E·N is a game that manages to deliver a unique experince and finally makes my dream of being Mark Wahlberg from
"The Martian" without the need of growing potatoes out of your own feces. 10 out of 10. Not exactly as i expected the game to
be but it has potential.

the game is generally pretty 'clunky' and seems almost laggy.

The concept of having your personal driver ID, and having to manually input routes is good. However the driving is a buggy
mess, the turning is unrealistic and the map isn't very user friendly.

Also, the game doesnt seem to save data, so you'll find yourself restarting all. the. time.. Maybe good concept, though PS2
graphic, PS2 gameplay, boring story and HORRIBLE port to pc. Can't recommend this to anyone who is not a SAO fan.

Edit:
I do care the graphic quality of this game because it isn't cheaper than a lot of AAA titles and it doesn't offer good gameplay and
story (I love the ending a lot, though I don't find the middle chapters interesting).
Kirito's model is awful, and its cloth has wired reflective textures. Body movements feel unnature. Maps don't have many
details, feels like been mass-produced. The game uses some high definition textures and pretty good water simulation, which
makes the solid color textures next to them looks worse and the entire graphics incongruous.
Except for the flying capability, the gameplay (and graphics) isn't much different from the previous SAO game. (And I believe
they borrowed a lot of material from lost song
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